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Introduction

An upcoming release for WorldShare Identity Management will include changes in Service Configuration to allow for library customized multi-lingual labels in WorldShare login screens.

1) New Service Configuration interface for WorldShare Identity Management custom labels.

2) Legacy 'WMS Sign In' Labels (for reference)

3) Migration to new custom labels.

This document includes communications for library staff.
1. New Service Configuration interface for WorldShare Identity Management custom labels.

WorldShare Identity Management is moving to use its own service configuration page for all login related user interface labels. This will add the ability for library staff to provide multiple language customizations for custom login text labels on the various pages. A new option for ‘Sign-in Custom Labels’ will be added under ‘EIDM Institution’ in Service Configuration.

Currently, only default texts are translated based on the browser language setting of the user. Going forward, if the field is customized the custom text can also be presented in the requested language format if the relevant field values have been translated by the library. If the user sets a different language than their browser language in the Discovery UI, WorldShare Identity Management will pick up the user’s preference via a cookie.

Custom text label options available to libraries (see example screenshots below):

- Sign-in labels (Username, Password)
- Libraries offering multiple methods for authentication can customize the names for each authentication method (Identity Provider ‘friendly name’)
- Header and Footer labels on authentication screen
- Forgot password Text

Character limit for the labels:

- Username, password, identity provider friendly name, forgot password text: 255 bytes
- Header/ Footer text: 4096 bytes
In Service Configuration library staff can add translations for all languages needed for the institution by providing a custom text per language.
1. Service Configuration - WorldCat Discovery and WorldCat Local - Relevancy and Scoping - Display Name
2. Service Configuration - WorldCat Discovery and WorldCat Local – User Interface Options – Logo Settings
4. OCLC Standard Translation
5. Service Configuration – EIDM Institution – Sign-in Custom Labels – User Name
7. OCLC Standard Translation
8. OCLC Standard Translation
9. OCLC Standard Translation
10. Service Configuration – EIDM Institution – Sign-in Custom Labels – Header
Forgot Password Screen

1. Service Configuration - WorldCat Discovery and WorldCat Local - Relevancy and Scoping - Display Name
2. Service Configuration - WorldCat Discovery and WorldCat Local – User Interface Options – Logo Settings
3. OCLC Standard Translation
5. Service Configuration – EIDM Institution – Sign-in Custom Labels – Username
6. OCLC Standard Translation
Libraries have used combined texts with multiple languages to serve different groups of users and comply with legal or institutional requirements. The header and the footer in the examples below can now be split over two separate messages and display only the relevant text per the user’s preference.

Welcome to the library catalogue. To login, please enter your barcode and password below to login.

SIGN IN

Code à barre/barcode...

Mot de passe / Password*

SIGN IN

SET/RESET PASSWORD

CANCEL
IMPORTANT: Les documents doivent être consultés dans les salles de consultation
IMPORTANT: The materials must be consulted in the consultation rooms.
2. Legacy ‘WMS Sign-In’ Labels (for reference)

- The ability to edit ‘WMS Sign-In’ labels under User Interface Options will be removed from Service Configuration. Initially, the “WMS Sign In” labels were used for WMS exclusively. Over time WorldShare Identity Management was added to other OCLC products. The new configuration section ‘Sign-In Custom labels removes the WMS reference.

3. Migration to new custom labels

- WorldShare Identity Management is migrating the data from the legacy ‘WMS Sign In’ labels as part of the preparation for the install. Migrated data will all go into the "English" language section. Thus, if a customer has opted to have e.g. English/French text mixed together in a single custom label the migration will place all the text in the "English" section. The library will need to manually edit / split the data into English and French sections via Service Config.
- After the install ‘WMS Sign In’ labels & its data in "User Interface Options" won’t be referenced / accessed / modified anymore by WorldShare Identity Management